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Abstract
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) allow modeling systems with uncertain state
using probability distributions over states (called beliefs). However, in complex domains, POMDP solvers
must explore large belief spaces, which is computationally intractable. One solution is to introduce
domain knowledge to drive exploration, in the form of logic specifications. However, defining effective
specifications may be challenging even for domain experts. We propose an approach based on inductive
logic programming to learn specifications with confidence level from observed POMDP executions. We
show that the learning approach converges to robust specifications as the number of examples increases.
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1. Introduction

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) is a popular framework for modeling
systems with state uncertainty [1]. The state cannot be completely observed by the agent,
hence it is modeled as a probability distribution called belief. A POMDP agent can execute
actions, depending on the current belief, and each belief-action pair is mapped to a new belief
according to a belief update rule that considers all possible state transitions performed by a
transition map. Finally, a reward is assigned to each state-action pair. The goal of the agent
is to maximize the cumulative reward (return) by selecting optimal actions (through a policy
function). Unfortunately, computing optimal policies for POMDPs is complex [2], because
different belief realizations are possible at each step. In the field of MDPs and reinforcement
learning [3, 4, 5], and recently POMDPs [6, 7, 8], one solution is bounding policy search with
logic specifications. However, defining them requires usually unavailable knowledge about the
policy.

We propose to learn logic specifications offline from traces (belief-action pairs) of POMDP
executions. We express specifications in Answer Set Programming (ASP) [9], a state-of-the-art
paradigm for logic planning [10, 11, 12]. We convert the belief to ASP representation, in terms
of higher-level domain features specified by an expert user, in order to find logic relationships
between beliefs and actions. Defining features requires only basic domain knowledge (e.g.,
relevant domain quantities, used to represent any POMDP task instance). We then exploit
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [13] to infer ASP rules from feature-action pairs. ILP has
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already been used to enhance interpretability of black-box models [14, 15, 16] and mine robotic
task knowledge [17, 18].

We show that state-of-the-art ILASP software [19, 20] is able to automatically learn logic rules
representing the policy strategy. These rules are human-readable, since they use human-defined
features.

2. Background

2.1. Rocksample

In the rocksample domain, an agent can move in cardinal directions (north, south, east and west)
on a 𝑁 ×𝑁 grid, with the goal to reach and sample a set of 𝑀 rocks with known positions.
Rocks may have a good or bad value, yielding to positive or negative reward when sampled,
respectively. The observable part of the state is the position of the agent and rocks, while the
unobservable part is the value of rocks, modeled with belief distribution. The agent can check
the value of rocks to reduce uncertainty. Finally, the agent gets a positive reward exiting the
grid from the right-hand side. In this paper, we use 𝑁 = 12 and 𝑀 = 4.

2.2. Answer Set Programming (ASP) and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)

As of standard syntax [21], an ASP program represents a domain of interest with a signature and
axioms. The signature is the alphabet of the domain, defining variables with their ranges (e.g.,
rock identifiers R∈ {1..4} in rocksample); and atoms, i.e., predicates of variables (e.g., actions
or environmental features as dist(R,D) for representing distance D between agent and rock
R). A variable with assigned value is ground, and an atom is ground if its variables are ground.
Axioms define logical implications between atoms in the form h :- b1..𝑛, (i.e.,

⋀︀𝑛
𝑖=1b𝑖 →h). For

instance, in rocksample, axiom sample(R) :- dist(R,0) means that a rock can be sampled if
the agent is on it. ASP solvers start from known ground atoms (determined from observable
state and belief in POMDP traces) and propagate them through axioms to compute a ground
program (i.e., with ground atoms). Ground atoms are interpreted as Booleans and true atoms are
returned. For instance, in previous example, if dist(1,0), then sample(1) becomes executable.

A generic ILP problem 𝒯 under the ASP semantics is defined as 𝒯 = ⟨𝐵,𝑆𝑀 , 𝐸⟩, where 𝐵
is the background knowledge, i.e., a set of ASP axioms, atoms and variables; 𝑆𝑀 is the search
space, i.e., the set of candidate ASP axioms to be learned; and 𝐸 is a set of examples, i.e., context-
dependent partial interpretations, namely couples ⟨𝑒, 𝐶⟩, being 𝑒 a partial interpretation and 𝐶
the context. A Partial Interpretation (PI) is a pair of sets of ground atoms (actions in this paper)
⟨𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐, 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐⟩, being 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐 the included set and 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐 the excluded set. The context is a set of ground
atoms, here representing domain features. The goal of 𝒯 is to find 𝐻 ∈ 𝑆𝑀 such that 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐

can be grounded from 𝐵 ∪𝐻 ∪ 𝐶 , while 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐 cannot. ILASP [19] finds 𝐻 which satisfies most
examples, also returning the number of counterexamples (i.e., examples whose 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐 / 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐 is not
/ is a PI of 𝐻).



3. Learning ASP rules from POMDP traces

3.1. ASP representation of the task

The first step of our methodology for learning ASP specifications from POMDP executions is to
define a map 𝐹 : ℬ → 𝐺(ℱ) from the belief space ℬ to the set 𝐺(ℱ) of possible groundings of
ℱ , i.e., the set of user-defined features. Map 𝐹 thus translates the belief distribution to ground
ASP atoms. In rocksample, we define the following features: guess(R,V), i.e., probability
V∈ {0, 10, ..., 100} that R is valuable; dist(R,D), i.e., the 1-norm D∈ N between positions of
agent and R; delta_x(R,D) and delta_y(R,D), i.e., D∈ Z is 𝑥- or 𝑦-coordinate of R with respect
to agent; bounds on D,V (e.g., D<1); sampled(R) to mark sampled rocks; and num_sampled(N),
i.e., N∈ {0, 10, ..., 100} percentage of rocks were sampled.

We represent the set A of actions as ASP atoms, e.g., sample(R), north. We also introduce
atom target(R) to identify next rock to sample and capture intention of the agent.

3.2. ILASP problem definition

We are now interested in finding ASP axioms matching features to actions. With reference to
the notation of Section 2.2, 𝐵 contains variables and ranges defined in Section 3.1. 𝑆𝑀 is the set
of all possible axioms a :- b1..𝑛, being a an action and b1..𝑛 features. The set 𝐸 is composed
as follows: whenever an action a is executed, an example is generated with 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐 = {a} and
𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐 = ∅; on the contrary, when a is not executed, 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑐 = {a} and 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑐 = ∅. The context is
computed from belief with map 𝐹 . In this way, we learn axioms which explain not only why an
action was executed, but also cases when it was not.

4. Experimental results

We generate 1000 different rocksample executions with a state-of-the-art planner [22], ran-
domizing positions and values of rocks and initial positions for the agent. We then construct
ILASP examples only from executions with returns greater than or equal to the average of all
executions in order to learn only from “good” evidence. Overall, 8487 examples for each action
are generated. ILASP tasks are run separately for each action for computational efficiency. As
an example of learned axioms, the one for sample(R) follows:

sample(R) :- target(R),dist(R,D),D ≤ 0,not sampled(R),guess(R,V),V ≥ 90. (1)

meaning that an unsampled rock (not sampled(R)) can be sampled when the agent is on
it (dist(R,D), D ≤ 0) and the rock is valuable with high probability (guess(R,V),V ≥
90). Figure 1 shows the learning results, selecting different percentages of examples in the
training set. We want to discover ASP axioms underlying policy computation from patterns
in execution traces, hence we do not have access to ground truth specifications to compute
standard evaluation metrics and assess learning performance. Instead, we evaluate percentage
of counterexamples (on the left) and distance between learned axioms (on the right) for different
number (#) of training examples, with respect to axioms learned from the full dataset. Given 2
rules 𝑅1, 𝑅2, each one made of a set of atoms {a𝑖}, 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}, we define distance 𝑅1 −𝑅2 =



Figure 1: Learning results for different amounts of examples, expressed as percentage of the full dataset.

|{a1}∪{a2}|−|{a1}∩{a2}|. For instance, sample(R) :- dist(R,V), V≤2 has a distance 5 from
(1), due to the missing not sampled(R), guess(R, V),V ≥90 and target(R) and the different
upper bound on distance D. The chart on the right of Figure 1 reports distances normalized
with respect to the number of atoms in final axioms (i.e., axioms using 100% examples). We
observe that using ≥ 80% of the dataset, the percentage of counterexamples stabilizes and
the distance becomes null for all actions, thus learning successfully converges to a specific
hypothesis. Overall, examples learned from the full dataset cover more than 73% of examples.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a method based on ILP and ASP to induce logic specifications explaining
POMDP policies, starting from examples of POMDP executions. Our approach only requires the
definition of high-level domain-dependent features from an expert user, which is easier than
defining the structure of specifications. Our axioms are enriched with a level of confidence,
corresponding to the number of covered examples in the dataset. The confidence level converges
as the number of considered examples in the dataset increases, as well as the distance between
learned axioms. Furthermore, at least 73% of> 8400 examples are covered, proving the goodness
of our axioms. In the future, we aim to include learned specifications in online POMDP solvers
to specify new kinds of constraints [23] able to improve performance and efficiency.
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